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1. CONSTITUTION OF THE 'WbRLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION: Item 21 of the Agenda

Proposed amendment by the Governments of Denmark, Norway and Sweden=

Item 21.1 Of the Agenda (Official Records No. 25, page 1, Item 1.2;

Document A3/44 Rev.1)

Proposed amendment by the Government of Australia: Item 21.2 of the
Agenda Official Records No. 25, page 1, Item 1.2; Document A3/45)

The CHAIRMAN drew the committeeTs attention to the two sub -divisions of

this subject: amendments proposed by the Governments of Denmark, Norway and

Sweden (document A3/44 and Rev.1) and amendments proposed by the Government of

Australia (A3/45). He proposed that attention should first be given to the

former. As stated in Official Records No. 25 page 1, this matter had been

discussed by the Executive Board at its fifth session and referred to the Third

World Health Assembly. The proposal formulated by the three Governments appeared

in A3/44 Rev.l

He reminded the committee that under Article 73 changes in the Constitution

had to be approved by a two - thirds majority.

Dr. HYDE (United States of America) questioned whether the two - thirds

majority did not refer only to the Assembly, the committee being free to make

recommendations on a simple majority. It was agreed that this was the correct

interpretation of Rule 63 of the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly in

spite of a slight difference between the English and French texts.

Dr. VOLLENWEIDER (Switzerland) said that his Government had studied very

carefully the proposal made by the Governments of Norway, Sweden and Denmark that

1110 should in future hold biennial Assemblies, and had tried to ascertain what would

be its effect on the activities of the Organization. He recognized that these

countries were motivated only by a wish to serve the interests of the Organization,

but felt that the saving they envisaged might be illusory. A heavy agenda would_
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doubtless be necessary to deal with a two yearsr accumulation of problems and

this might entail an Assembly of more than three weeksI duration. Moreover, it

would place a heavy strain on delegations. In addition the work of the

Secretariat would be considerably increased by the necessity for additional

correspondence and documentation on the questions which needed attention each

year. He further deprecated any arrangement which might tend to lessen the close

contact which was so necessary between the Assembly and the Organization itself.

Therefore, and while reiterating his appreciation of the motives behind the

proposal, he was unable to support the proposal and suggested instead that annual

Assemblies be continued butLthat their duration be limited to two weeks.

With regard to the proposal by the Governments of Norway and Sweden that

Executive Board Members should be elected for the period of four years and the

Danish Governmentts proposal that they should be elected for a period of six years,

the Swiss delegation was in opposition for the following reasons: first, the

retiring Members would have to wait too long before being elegible for re-

election; secondly, the proposal might have the effect of retarding the work of

the Executive Board; thirdly countries not represented on the Board during a

fairly lengthy period might tend to lose interest in the work of WH).

Dr. FRANDSEN (Denmark) said that it was true that the proposers had had in

mind financial considerations and the wish to reduce the cost of preparing an

Assembly, not only to WHO but also to the countries sending delegations. Much

more important, however, was the consideration of work. Not only did the

preparation of an Assembly necessitate considerable work in itself; it also took

people who could ill be spared away from their normal duties, in the case of both

delegates and the Secretariat.

Other considerations were the belief that work to be dealt with could be
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accomplished by biennial meetings, and also the feeling that too frequent

meetings tended to become routine and to impair the freshness of impact that was

so necessary in dealing with the problems of fflO.

Mr. LINDSAY (United Kingdom) stating the case for his Government, expressed

the view that it was a little early in the history of WHO to consider revising

its Constitution, which had been very carefully framed at two conferences dealing

solely with that matter. The Constitution was not necessarily perfect, but it

should not be'lightly altered unless there were changes in the circumstances it

was designed to meet or unless its present provisions were found to be hampering

to the work of WHO. Although the United Kingdom delegation would not have

initiated the proposals put forward by the Government of Australia, they would

support them now that they were before the Assembly. With regard to the proposals

of the Governments of Norway, Sweden and Denmark, however, while he was inclined

to sympathise with the motives behind the proposals he felt that the time was not

opportune for them. This was a critical stage 'in the history of WHO when its

three main organs - the Assembly, the Executive Board and the Secretariat - were

in process of establishing their proper function, their proper relation to each

other and the method of working most efficiently together. It would be a pity

if the great progress made to these ends were to be wasted, particularly as in the

view of his delegation there was not sufficient experience to show that the

machinery of the Constitution was impracticdo le.

He further deprecated the halving of active participation of Member States,

the majority of whom could only participate in the work of WHO through its

Assembly, and the consequent limiting of the responsibility of the Assembly.

As for the Executive Board, Members would be restricted in their chances

of serving on the Board since there could no longer be yearly elections.
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Stressing that the Assembly should jealously retain the responsibility

placed on it by the Constitution, Mr. Lindsay suggested a compromise on the lines

adopted by UNESCO in December 1948, namely that each alternate Assembly should be

a short business session of not more than 10 days. He accordingly submitted the

following proposal:

The Third World Health Assembly,

Having considered

1. The need to secure and retain the maximum practicable interest and

participation of all Members in the work of the Organization;

2. The need for every economy consistent with the efficient operation of
the Organization;

3. That a health programme covering the world necessarily develops more

slowly than a national programme and that it may therefore prove sufficient
that the Organization's programme should be considered as a whole by the
Assembly at intervals df two years; and

4. The continued and varying economic difficulties of many Members:

RESOLVES

1. That the Fourth Health Assembly shall be a short business session of

not more than ten days and that the business to be transacted at that
session shall be confined to:

(a) the election of Members to designate persons to serve on the
Executive Board;

(b) administrative and financial questions, in particular determining the
amount of the budget for 1952 and the apportionment among the Members
of the expenses of the Organization for that year;

(c) any other matter referred by the Executive Board as being so urgent
or important that it cannot properly be postponed until the Fifth
Health Assembly;

2. That the matter be further considered not later than the Fifth Health
Assembly.

Lr. KARUNARATNE (Ceylon) considered that it was not the time to make

alterations to the Constitution and that the limitation of Assembly meetings to
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one year in two would seriously curtail the work of the Organization. However,

if amendments had to be made he would support the proposal of the United Kingdom

Government.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) considered that the whole matter was of too great

importance to be decided at the present time and proposed that it be referred

to the Fourth Health Assembly. The amendments proposed by the Governments of

Norway, Sweden and Denmark would receive the sympathy of many small countries,

including his own, who found it difficult and expensive to send experts overseas

every year,

Dry van den BERG (Netherlands) expressed great appreciation of the work

done by the Governments of the Scandinavian countries and of Australia. In

principle the Netherlands Government was in favour of both the proposals súbmitted.

A biennial Assembly would certainly effect a saving, if only in transport costs,

and certainly in the work of the Secretariat. However, the question of amending

the Constitution was extremely serious, and now that it had been raised, it might

be wise to consider whether other changes were necessary. H?. therefore proposed

the adjournment of the discussion so that the problem could be considered by the

Executive Board and put before the Fourth Health Assembly. This was not a formal

proposal; he merely wished to draw the attention of the committee to the

seriousness of changing the Constitution ttnd to urge that no hasty action should

be taken.

Mr. BALLARD (Australia) said that until the object of the Australian amend-

ment was accepted his delegation could not support the Scandinavian proposal.

The object of the Australian amendment was to secure that members of the Board would

attend its meetings as representatives of their governments. Should the Scandinav-

ian proposal be adopted, the result would be that Members would only have an
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zportunity of expressing their views every two years. The Organization was young

and inexperienced. Its finances were precarious, Governments should, therefore,

have an opportunity to review the policy annually, at least until the Organization

had gained experience and stability. Moreover, the affairs of the Organization

between Assemblies should be reviewed by Government representatives,

Dr. HYDE (United States of America) strongly supported the Scandinavian propo-

sal,' The major function of the Health Assembly was to determine the programme of

the Organization. For various reasons - including the necessity for negotiations

with governments and sometimes legislative action in the countries concerned - the

implementation of international health programmes were slower than that of local

or national programmes. At present the interval between Assemblies was too short

for the Director -General to have sufficient experience of the programme to enable

him to report on it et the following session. One Assembly was thus not able to

assess the validity of the decisions taken at the previous session. His govern-

ment considered it necessary to hold the Assembly every two years.

Consideration should also be given to the frequency of meetings related to

WHO, The Reional Organization for the Americas, with its annual sessions and

executive commitee, had a structure which duplicated that of the main Organization,

It would seem reasonable. to arrange the regional meetings to alternate with the

world meetings so that the regional problems would receive attention If the

heads of the United States national health departments were to attend all meetings

connected with the Organization they would be away from their administration for

one third of the year. Other countries must have the same éxperience. The

multiplicity of meetings, therefore, tended to be a source of weakness rather than

strength to the national health administrations, It was important that meetings

of WHO should be attended by the top ranking officials who were most qualified to

speak on public health. If the burden of meetings were too great, governments
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might be obliged to send less -qualified representatives.

For all the reasons stated, he warmly supported the proposal for biennial

assemblies.

Dr. STAMPAR (Yugoslavia) could not agree with the Scandinavian delegates

and the delegate of the United States. When the Constitution had been elaborated

in 1946 it was considered by all to be a satisfactory instrument. After only two

years he did not believe the Organization had acquired sufficient experience on

which to make proper changes in that Constitution. Annual sessions of the

Lssembly had been called tiresome and costly; however, another important aspect

of the problem should be taken into consideration. The Assembly provided those

who attended it with an opportunity of meeting with colleagues from other countries, -

of broadening their knowledge, contacts and experience in the field of health and

of obtaining encouragement for their task at home.

It had also been suggested that too frequent sessions disturbed the work

of the administration. However he found that the Secretariat were able to

supply much useful information and a large number of expert reports, so that he

did not believe its work was being disturbed as suggested.

It should be remembered that the amending of the Constitution was a difficult

process. Every amendment had to be carried by a two -thirds majority vote in the

Assembly and had subsequently to be ratified by all Members. A two- thirdsmajority

was not easy to achieve. It might well be several years before any proposed

amendment could be put into effect.

He was opposed to any change in the constitutional role of Members of the

Executive Board who were, it should be remembered, representatives of the whole

world.

He therefore considered that the Health Assembly should continue to hold

reguer annual sessions and should study the position with a view to taking
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*
decisions At some later date in the light of fuller experience and knowledge

required.

J

The DIRECTOR- GENERAL stated that from the point of view, of administration it

was clear that, if the Assembly met biennially time and money would be saved.

However, if, as had been suggested, it should meet annually, but on alternate

years, it should. deal only with questions of kdmihisti'ation and finance, tree 2Cmmittee

on Programme would object that programme should be considered every year. WHO

was essentially a programme organization and he could not see how it would be

possible to establish a satisfactory programme two years ahead,

He felt that the view expressed by Dr. Stamper was sound. This was a

developing organization faced with changing and developing situations: For

instance, there was the question of the technical assistance programme and the

other difficult question of the position of certain Members of .the Organization.

To leave such problems to the Executive Board or to be considered only every

second year would not be fair to the Organization as a whole. To his mind, it

was too soon to amend the Constitution. He agreed that everything possible

should be done to save money but he would suggest that the framework of the

Organization should not be altered until the Organization had been in existence

for at least five years. Amendment of the Constitution as suggested would entail

major adjustments in the Secretariat and the Executive Board all of which would

require much more careful study than the Third. World Health Assembly had time for.

Mr. SORENSEN (Denmark), submitted that, if the amendments proposed by the

Scandinavian countries were carried, they would not take effect before 1953, in

view of the terms of Article 73 of the Constitution and of the statutory procedure

in many Member States. He recalled that the Constitution itself had been signed j

in July 1946 and did not come into force until April 1948. As a result, 1953
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would be the first year in which the Assembly would not meet. If, of course,. the

Executive Board in 1952 decided that the Organization were not sufficiently

developed to justify such constitutional modifications, it could under Article 13

of the Constitution convene an extraordinary session of the Assembly in 1953.

That would then mean the proposed amendments would not take effect until 1955 when-i

the Organization  could be expected to havé the necessary experience.

Dr. "BRADY'(Ireland) supported the Scandinavian proposal. Should the view

prevail that it was too early to amend the Constitution and that proposal were

consequently not adopted, his delegation would propose the adoption of the

suggestion in Document A3/44, page 11, under item 4.1.3.

He could not accept the suggestion for dividing assembly sessions between `7

programme and administration and finance, as they were too closely interlocked.

Should it be decided that the Health Assembly meet in regular annual sessions

he would support the proposal of the delegate of Switzerland to 'reduce sessions to

periods of two weeks as being sound rationalization of the work of the Organization.

M. GEERAERTS (Belgium) recalled an aphorism of Montesquieu that "Laws are

the expression of the nature of things ". He was not convinced that the nature of

things, as far as the World Health Organization was concerned, justified amendment

of the Constitution. The Director- General here expressed the view, which he fully

shared) that it would be impossible to.judge of the adequacy of the Constitution

until the Organization had beeñ in existence for five years. To that remark the

delegate of Denmark had replied that the period of five years would have elapsed

by the time the amendments proposed took effect. That was true but the suggestion

was that a decision be taken forthwith on an experience of two years only and it

might well be that, when the amendments, if adopted, became effective they might n

longer be appropriate to the circumstances prevailing at that time.
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Dr. RODRIGUE Philippines) strongly supported the Scandinavian proposal.

Dr. HYDE (United States of America) said that after listening to the various

speakers he supported the proposal of the delegate of Ireland.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) submitted that the proposal put forward by the delegate

of Ireland was to all intents and purposes what he had suggested with perhaps an

improvement in the wording. He would, therefore, withdraw his proposal in favour

of the Irish proposal and hope that the delegate of Ireland would be prepared to

accept him as a co-sponsor.

Dr, BRADY (Ireland) said that his proposal differed frorp -the others that

had been made, in that the approval of proposals that- the Assembly should meet

every two years was an approval in principle. He was not sure that Dr. Togbats

proposal was one of approval in principle. However he would willingly be

associated with the delegation of Liberia in the submission of his suggestion

Dr, FROES (Brazil). intimated that he was in principle in favour of the

Scandinavian proposal but after hearing the Director -General, the delegate of

Yugoslavia and the sponsors of the Irish and Liberian proposal he was prepared to

support the latter.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) proposed that the decision on the Scandinavian

proposal be adjourned until the Australian proposal had been discussed.

On being put to the vote the Netherlands proposal for adjourxment of the

decision on the Scandinavian proposal was rejected.
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Decisions The proposal submitted by thé delegations of Ireland and
Liberia was adopted by 25 votes to 4 with 7 abstentions, the text
reading as follows

The Third World Health Assembly

Having examined the proposals for the amendment of the Constitution

submitted by the Governments of Denmark, Norway and Sweden,

APPROVES the plan in principle; and

REQUESTS the Director- General to stuclr carefully the arrangements

necessary for implementing this decision and to submit to the Fourth
World Health Assembly a report on the necessary amendments and

transitional arrangements.

M. GEERHAERTS (elgi m) explained that he had abstained from voting firstly

because the resolution should not have imposed upon the Director- General the

obligation of Indicating iiow the Constitution should be amended, and, secondly,

because it had asked him to report to the Fourth Health Assembly when he himself

considered that five years should elapse from the tine the World Health

Organisation came into being before any Lttemp-t was made to amend its Constitutio

It was to the Fifth Health Assembly that he should have been, asked to submit the

matte- ,

The meeting rose at 5.15 nom.
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Page 10, line 11 :

After "sessions" insert "in alternate years ".
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CORRIGENDUM

Page 14, paragr. 2, ligne 2.

Après le mot "Assemblée ", supprimer les mots "tantôt au programme,

tantôt aux questions administratives et financières" et les remplacer

par les mots "une année au programme et une année aux questions admi-

nistratives et financières ".
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Page 4, lines 10 - 15 :

Delète from ttAlthcugh the United Kingdom ..." to

"... opportune for them", and substitute : "Appart from that, his dele-
gation felt that the balance of advantage was strongly against the Scan-
dinavian proposals at this stage.

They must sympathize with any desire for economy, but here the prospect
of economy might in the long run be illusory. A proper working of the
machine was essential to any real economy".

line 21 :

After "impracticable" add "or even in need of any fundamental improvement ".
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Page 6, lignes 4 -10 :

Supprimer les deux phrases du passage "Bien que ... pour les adopter" et

substituer le libellé suivant : "Abstraction faite de ce point, la déléga-

tion du Royaume -Uni estime que les propositions des délégations scandinaves
sont loin dtétre justifiées par les avantages quten retirait ltOrganisation
au stade actuel. Elle approuve le désir de réaliser des économies, mais es-
time que, dans le cas présent, les économies envisagées pourraient, à la lon-
gue, ntêtre qutillusoires. Il est indispensable, pour faire des économies
réelles, que les rouages administratifs fonctionnent convenablement ".

Ligne lg : Après "inapplicable" ajouter le membre de phrase "ou appelle même des
amendements fondamentaux".


